ASIVIKELANE 2023 IN NUMBERS: As we near the end of our fourth year we look back and reflect on our impact and success over the past twelve months. We thank all our residents, Community Facilitators, partners, donors, staff members and government officials who have all worked incredibly hard to improve service delivery in informal settlements.

Since the start of Asivikelane in March 2020:

- Number of residents impacted: 5,880,000
- Number of service delivery impacts: 3,920 (1,033 WATER, 1,429 SANITATION, 1,458 REFUSE REMOVAL)

Over the last 12 months Asivikelane has published:

- 19 RELEASES
- 10 BUDGET SUBMISSIONS
- 5 METRO SUMMARIES
- 3 PROCUREMENT ASSESSMENTS
- 6 GUIDES
- 3 IMPACT REPORTS
- 10 YOUTUBE VIDEOS

Over the last 12 months Asivikelane has worked in:

- 8 METROS
- 2 SECONDARY CITIES
- 591 INFORMAL SETTLEMENTS

Asivikelane has worked with:

- 5,526 REGISTERED RESIDENTS
- 123 COMMUNITY FACILITATORS
- 12 PARTNERS

Received:

- 17,431 ANSWER FORMS
- 2,299 BLOG POSTS
- 2,020 METRO SUMMARIES
- 9,663 YOUTUBE VIDEOS

Asivikelane online:

- 2,299 FOLLOWERS (2,299 X)
- 328 INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS
- 587 INSTAGRAM POSTS
- 9,663 WEBSITE VISITORS

Asivikelane was co-funded by the European Union.
See comments from the residents themselves about improved water services:

**WATER: Cape Town**

- **Malgas Camp**: Some areas of the community got new taps installed because of the shortage of taps
- **Mzamomhle, RR**: I saw employees of the City of Cape Town repairing a broken tap near my house, but I’m not sure about how many were fixed
- **Mzamomhle, RR**: Ten communal taps were recently installed
- **Shuushushuma**: Addition of taps
- **TR Khayelitsha**: Installed new taps
- **YB Section**: Installing taps
- **Backstage**: The taps were fixed
- **Empolweni**: The tap was fixed
- **Gugulethu, Barcelono**: Taps were fixed
- **Imizamo Yethu, DEPO**: Taps were fixed
- **Island, Emsindweni Extension**: Taps were fixed
- **Langa, Joe Slovo**: Taps were fixed
- **BM Section**: Broken taps were fixed and those that were leaking were fixed
- **Shuushushuma**: Taps were maintained
- **Siyahlala**: Broken taps were fixed
- **TR Khayelitsha**: More taps were provided
- **Garden City, Shuushushuma**: Taps were fixed
- **RR Masihule**: New taps were installed
- **Island, Emsindweni Extension**: The water tanks were removed, now we are free of the dirty water.

**Covid - 19 Emfuleni**: Water truck supplied water

**UT Sobambisana**: Installation of additional toilets, water taps, wash facilities and changing broken sewer lines.

**TT Section**: Installation of additional toilets, water taps, wash facilities and changing broken sewer lines.

**Nkonini**: Improving or increasing water pressure

**UT Gardens**: Installation of additional toilets, water taps, wash facilities and changing broken sewer lines.

**Empolweni**: Some houses got water taps

**Backstage**: Taps were installed

**Bunny Molokwana**: Taps were installed

**Khayelitsha**: Fixed taps

**Kosovo**: Fixed taps

**Malema**: Three taps were installed

**Msindweni**: Extra taps were installed

**Murray**: Five taps were installed

**Phantsi Kocingo**: One tap was installed

**TB**: Installation of taps

**TR Khayelitsha**: Taps were installed

**UT Gardens**: The municipality has changed the taps to new ones

**UT Litha Park**: The municipality has installed taps

**UT Sobambisana**: Installation of taps

**YB Section**: The municipality has given us new taps

**Joe Slovo Milnerton**: We do have taps even though the taps are not enough for all of us

**BM Section C**: 20 taps were installed

**BM Section A**: 26 taps were installed

**UT Gardens**: One tap was repaired

**Block B**: Three taps were installed

**Phantsi Kocingo**: Two taps were installed

**Sihlala D Section**: Water pressure improved at 4 taps

**UT Sobambisana**: Three taps were installed

**Murray**: 55 toilets were installed

**TT Section**: Five toilets were repaired

**TT Section**: One tap was repaired

**Philippi**: Taps were fixed by the City of Cape Town

**Phantsi Kocingo**: Broken and out-of-service taps were fixed

**Block B**: Three taps were installed

**Bunny Molokwana**: They installed taps

**Empolweni**: They get water from the municipality truck

**Gomora**: Two broken communal taps, but they were fixed last week by the City of Cape Town.

**Gomora**: Ten additional communal taps were recently installed

**Makhaza**: New taps have been installed

**Makhaza**: Taps and drains have been fixed

**TB**: Taps with washing facility

**Thembeni**: Water truck

**TR Khayelitsha**: Taps are installed

**TR Nkqubela**: More taps have been installed

**TT Section**: 20 taps were installed

**UT Gardens**: Taps

**UT Sobambisana**: Installation of taps near my house, but I’m not sure about how many were fixed

**Ramaphosa**: We have enough water

**Mbantu**: They have fixed the leaking tap

**Slovo**: Water leaks are currently fixed

**Slovo Park**: It was repaired

**Bunny Molokwana**: Taps were maintained

**Shukushukuma**: Taps were fixed

**Garden City, Shukushukuma**: More taps were provided

**TR Khayelitsha**: Installed new taps

**Addition of taps**: Taps were recently installed

**Mzamomhle, RR**: Ten communal taps

**Ramaphosa**: Five toilets were repaired

**TT Section**: One tap was repaired

**BM Section C**: 20 taps were installed

**Murray**: Extra taps were installed

**Phantsi Kocingo**: One tap was installed

**TB**: Installation of taps

**TR Khayelitsha**: Taps have been fixed

**UT Gardens**: The municipality has given us new taps

**UT Litha Park**: They get water from the City of Cape Town.

**UT Gardens**: The municipality has given us new taps

**UT Sobambisana**: Installation of taps

**YB Section**: The municipality has given us new taps

**Joe Slovo Milnerton**: We do have taps even though the taps are not enough for all of us

**BM Section C**: 20 taps were installed

**BM Section A**: 26 taps were installed

**UT Gardens**: One tap was repaired

**Block B**: Three taps were installed

**Phantsi Kocingo**: Two taps were installed

**Sihlala D Section**: Water pressure improved at 4 taps

**UT Sobambisana**: Three taps were installed

**Murray**: 55 toilets were installed

**TT Section**: Five toilets were repaired

**TT Section**: One tap was repaired

**Philippi**: Taps were fixed by the City of Cape Town

**Phantsi Kocingo**: Broken and out-of-service taps were fixed

**Block B**: Three taps were installed

**Bunny Molokwana**: They installed taps

**Empolweni**: They get water from the municipality truck

**Gomora**: Two broken communal taps, but they were fixed last week by the City of Cape Town.

**Gomora**: Ten additional communal taps were recently installed

**Makhaza**: New taps have been installed

**Makhaza**: Taps and drains have been fixed

**TB**: Taps with washing facility

**Thembeni**: Water truck

**TR Khayelitsha**: Taps are installed

**TR Nkqubela**: More taps have been installed

**TT Section**: 20 taps were installed

**UT Gardens**: Taps

**UT Sobambisana**: Installation of taps

**QQ (Khayelitsha)**: After the residents didn’t have water and the truck came after 14:00
**WATER**

See comments from the residents themselves about improved water services:

**Somalia Park**: Cleaning of JoJo tanks
- **Duduzo North**: Broken water metre was fixed.
- **Inyathelo**: Four new communal taps were installed.

**Somalia Park, Zone 1**: In my area, I am seeing an improvement in the issue of water, we can now have water for at least three days in a week even though some only have water only at night. It’s an improvement because in the past months we would not have water at all and we would solely depend on tanks which were an issue themselves.

**Somalia Park, Zone 7**: In terms of water, there’s an improvement, the water truck comes every day.

**Thulasizwe**: We have enough water always.

**Tsietsi**: We have enough water ever since started with the Asikvelane campaign.

**Vusumzi Tembisa**: They fixed our tap.

**Duduzo Tswetselepele**: Water is always available.

**Maqhalaqala**: Taps fixed.

**Mayfield Ext 1**: The water truck is coming regularly.

**Vosloorus**: They fixed the drain.

**Somalia Park**: Waste is now collected daily.

**Somalia Park**: The water truck comes daily to refill the tank.

**Esiphethweni, Phase 3**: Our tap was broken and they managed to fix it. By fixing it they mean they put a new one and before that we were getting the water from the next street.

**Vusumzi Tembisa**: They fix the water tanks.

**Somalia Park**: I have not seen any leaking taps.

**Vlopholos**: Our water tank that was broken was fixed.

**Dukathole**: We got enough water pressure.

**Eceleni**: The water tanks did come.

**Ehlazeni**: They came and fixed two taps.

**Esiphethweni**: They fix our taps.

**Marihona Ekhuruleni**: They connect the communal taps.

**Etwetwo**: The water tank coming in our area to supply us with water.

**Tsietsi**: Water has been coming out well.

**Vlopholos**: Our water tank that was filled.

**Vlopholos**: The improvement in the delivery of services in our community is the fixing of our tap that was broken.

**Phade 2**: There was an improvement in water; the pressure is now normal.

**Phade 2**: New taps were installed.

**VD**: They were an improvement in water pressure.

**Seatide**: Water still running smoothly.

**Staram**: Water is running smoothly.

**Tempel Khennile**: Renewal pipe was installed.

**Umthetho**: Water standpipe was fixed.

**Z Section**: The taps were fixed, only broken one is left.

**Z Section**: The water pressure has improved.

**Zamani Ezezihlweni**: Water pressure is normal.

**Zamani Sovoto**: Water is available 24 hours of the day.

**Zamani Transit Camp**: Pressure is normal.

**Thornwood**: Leaking taps repaired.

**Phase 2**: Repairs to water pipes and ablation taps.

**Banana City**: Water access improved.

**Buffelsdriek, Kwamashime**: There are water metres in our houses now. Since we had no taps before. Now there’s owner house taps.

**Buffelsdriek**: Continuation project of water taps and meters. The settlement is estimated at 1000 structures in the Mashimenane area. The project started late last year, and the respondents who reported the installations have now reached their area. So far half of the settlements have had the installation and the project is ongoing.

**Sugumbuqweni**: 2 standpipes were installed before we use the standpipe that is very far from us.

**Ndlovini**: Most people have water.

**Bambanani**: There was an improvement in water pressure.

**Enduduzweni**: Water pressure is good.

**Enkanini**: Water pressure is good.

**Eyishovu**: Pressure is normal.

**Eyishovu**: Leaking pipe are fixed.

**Foreman Road**: Leaks were fixed.

**Foreman Road**: One leak repaired on an ablation block.

**Georgehill**: Water pressure improved.

**Gwala’s Farm**: Water is running smoothly.

**Gwala’s Farm**: A leaking water pipe is now fixed.

**JX2**: The municipality came with the construction company to install new taps in each toilet.

**JX2**: There was an improvement in water pressure.

**Kennedy Road**: Water pressure improved. 3 taps were fixed, there are two in each toilet.

**Lindelani**: Water trucks are coming every day.

**Lindelani**: Water pressure improved.

**Lungelani**: The taps were maintained.

**Lungelani**: The municipality came to repair the taps.

**MTU Umzila**: There is an improvement in water pressure, they fixed three taps in each toilet.

**Ngweni**: Water is still running smoothly.

**Malukazi**: We were without water for four days, but the watercan managed to bring us water three times a day.

**Mangeni**: Our life changed because we have water, and all the residents are very happy.

**N Section**: The pipes were fixed because they had leaks.

**N Section**: Taps water pressure is in good condition.

**N Section**: New taps were installed.

**Ndengezi**: Two water tanks were installed.

**Nhlangwane**: Water trucks are coming every day.

**Magwaveni, P Section**: Water is running smoothly now after the weeks without water.

**Buffelsdriek**: Kwamashime: We have water taps installed in our households, but they do not have water caps some are broken and some are leaking.

**Amahlongwa, Thafezi**: We now have water, which we didn’t have for the past year.

**Bhambayi**: No water cuts.

**Foreman Rd**: No water cuts.

**Samsen Farm**: No water cuts.

**London Farm**: No water cuts.

**Foreman Rd**: No water cuts.

**Bhambayi**: No water cuts.

**Thorntood**: Fixing of leaking water pipe.

**Esiphethweni, Phase 2**: Fixing main water pipe.

**Ezinyosini**: Fixing of leaking water pipe.

**Sukamva**: Jojo tanks refilled.

**Amahlongwa, London Farm**: They finally fixed the leaking pipe on the road crossing.

**Auckland**: Water pipes were fixed.

**Auckland**: A standpipe was added.

**Cutshawayo**: Water main pipe was fixed.

**Gwala’s Farm**: A burst water pipe was fixed.

**Luganda**: Municipality fixed main pipe for water.

**Luganda**: Four standpipes were fixed and two installed.

**Magwaveni, P Section**: Water is back and running smoothly.

**Maluhazi**: Water taps are now working regularly.

**Mariannridge Seven**: Two leaking stand-pipes were fixed.

**Ndengezi, Linda Area**: One standpipe was fixed.

**Ndengezi, Lobhishini**: Four toilets and taps were fixed because they were leaking.

**Ndengezi, Sago**: Municipality provided water tankers to the settlement after they did not have water.

**Staram, Basuthwini**: They now have JoJo tanks re-installed and water is back running smoothly.

**Staram, Grounding**: Water is back running smoothly and missing JoJo tanks re-installed.

**Staram, Sphethweni**: Water is running smoothly.

**Sunshine**: They increase two standpipes because the other ones were very far from us, now it is better.

**Zwelibonwa**: Two new JoJo tanks were installed. Now it’s much better cause they didn’t have water before.

**Ndengezi**: Repairs done to leaking pipe.

**Umthetho**: Repairs to all the leaks in the settlement.
WATER: Knysna

Lankgewag: Broken tap was fixed

Schoogaatjie: Three new standpipes received

Love Corner: More taps were installed

Happy Valley: A reported tap that was leaking has been fixed

Thembeni: Three more leaking taps have been fixed

WATER: Johannesburg

Ekuthuleni: We have enough water

Linndelani: Taps were fixed

Mountain City: Water is being supplied, even though sometimes it is delayed due to water shortages.

Naledi, Camp 1: Yes, we have seen an improvement in our camp because we have water

Orlando Cool Yard: We have enough water with high pressure

Pennyville New Canada: Water is running smoothly with a high pressure

Waterworks: For three weeks there was no supply of water, but then the Jojo tank leaking tap was replaced

Ivy Park, K60b: Joburg Water is fixing broken taps

Tshepisang, Emnandini: Water pressure is still normal

Rabie Ridge: Repairs

Mountain City, Block D: Water delivery has been consistent this week

Water: Dark City: Communal taps

Greater Kliptown: Taps fixed

Kanalana Park: Fixed taps

Mofalondowane 2: Our Jojo tanks are always full

Marikana JHB, Bloch D Ext: There is a lot of improvement ever since I reported about water shortage to Asivikelane. Water supply is now good.

Mines informal settlement: Taps were fixed

Mountain City: We have enough water for everyone

Mountain City, Extension: We get water every day

Mountain View (Matjotjombeni), Block A2: Water was supplied enough

Mountain View (Matjotjombeni), Block D: Water is coming many times in a week now

Nama's Farm: Water was supplied twice last week

Phumlamqashi Unavalley: On the 15 May 2023 they brought back water to flow on our taps

Tjovitjo: We get water every day

Tjovitjo, Phase 2: Water is being delivered every day

Dark City: They have been installing taps

Ivy Park, K60a: Johannesburg Water fixed broken taps and filled Jojo tanks on time

Ivy Park, K60b: Johannesburg Water constantly repairs broken taps and fills Jojo tanks

Kanalana Park: We had a problem of a burst water pipe which got fixed

Marikana JHB, Bloch D Ext: All the water tanks in my area were always filled with water

Mountain City: They bring water every day

Mountain City, Extension: Yes we had water deliveries last week

Mountain View (Matjotjombeni): There’s been better water supply every day this month

Tjovitjo, Phase 1: Water is delivered frequently

Tjovitjo, Phase 2: We receive water regularly

Waterworks: Water tanks are being filled

Zamimpilo: Taps were fixed

Phumlamqashi Unavalley, Bloch 8: New taps were installed, before we were getting water from trucks.

WATER: See comments from the residents themselves about improved water services:

Z Section: They managed to fix the broken taps

Foreman Road: Water leaking fixed on one pipe (bulk)

Barcelona 2: Fixing pipes

Brairdene: Pipes fixing

Bambanani: Taps were replaced

Bambanani: Water pressure is getting better

Mahlabathini: Standpipe taps was leaking is now fixed

Phase 2: The water was in low pressure, but now it’s better than before

Umbhoyi: Water standpipe is fixed that was leaking

Umlazi: Taps were fixed and we now have water to drink

Zamani: Taps broken they send contact to fixing those taps

Zamani: Soweto: Taps were fixed and the pressure has improved

N Section: They have been coming and fixing any damage we come across, especially taps.

Ndengeni: By the side of beachfront at Kwendenge municipality fixed three taps for ablution block toilets

Zamani Ezimangweni: The taps were recently replaced with new ones because the old ones were damaged

Emhlabeni: There was improvement on the taps and water is now in higher pressure

Ezimeleni: The water pressure has improved

Marianridge Seven: Municipality came and fixed standpipe

Staram: The leaking pipe is fixed

Lindelani: Water trucks are now coming every day

Lungelani: Water trucks are coming everyday now

Matloch: They have clean water in their taps

Matloch: Water pressure is fine on taps

New City: The pressure of water on the standpipes is fine

Nhlungwane: Water trucks are coming every day now

Vuka Stop 8: Water Trucks are coming everyday now

Amahlongwa: Water

Samsen Farm: Water availability

Auckland: Water tankers came everyday to provide water

Eyibovini: There were taps fitted

Gwala's Farm: Water is still available

Kx10: There was an improvement in water

M12 Umlazi: Yes we do have improvements on new taps

Magwaveni: Water is still running smoothly

Mahlabathini: Water is back although there is a shortage but Waterkans provide them

Malulazi: There was no water for full 5 days but water tank is now coming regularly

N Section: There are improvements because we now have new taps

N Section: The water pressure is normal

Pholanzi: Water is good

Staram: Water is still running smoothly

Sunshine: The installation of tap water has happened in the ablution block toilets:

Zamani Soweto: We had to queue for longer hours for water but now we have more taps

Zwelibomvu: From last week the residents were very happy cause now they have water

Frazer: Water tanker provided water

Number 4: Water pipes repaired

Mountain City: We are happy to report that residents in Mountain City received water via a water tank after many days without. Thank you to everyone who assisted!

Railway Extension 21: Thank you to the Councillor for Water and Sanitation, Ngqosity Ntsewe Mekgwe, for sending the water truck to Railway Extension 21 & 17 informal settlements.

Tjovitjo, Phase 1: Water scarcity has decreased and water tanks bring water on time.

Espiethweni: Water supply was restored

Tobya: Four more taps were installed

Ivy Park, Sofiafont: Communal taps are maintained

Ivy Park, New Hani Park: Communal taps are maintained

Ivy Park, K60a: Johannesburg Water doing very well on maintaining taps

Waterworks: Regular water provision

Jamps: Taps were fixed

Ivy Park, Green Section: The water crisis was solved

Jamps: Enough water supply

Dark City, Poorji: Installation of blue water pipes has started

Ivy Park, K60a: More than 10 broken taps replaced within our Ward but nothing has been shown on the draft budget.

Slovo Park: Now have clean water

Kwa Khosa: Ran out of water but problem quickly fixed after it was reported

Zamimpilo: Taps fixed

Kwa Khosa: Water consistently available

Waterworks, C Section (1): They are improvement in water only

Denver: Water is now enough

Waterworks, Section A (1): Water refilled

Waterworks, Klippiviersoog: We always have water now, we no longer suffering

Slovo B: We had a water crisis we had no running water for 5-7 days. The issue was solved now we have water.

Pennyville New Canada: We have enough water

Boksburg: Joburg Water is fixing broken taps

Ivy Park, K60b: Johannesburg Water fixed broken taps and filled Jojo tanks on time

Kanalana Park: Johannesburg Water constantly repairs broken taps and fills Jojo tanks

Norway: Johannesburg Water gives us services accordingly

Marikana JHB: There is improvement with the delivery of water

Tjovitjo: We receive water twice a day
**GOOD NEWS:** City of Tshwane, Baghdad

Water tanks were filled

**WATER**

See comments from the residents themselves about improved water services:

**Skoolgaaitjie:** Taps which were stolen were replaced

**Khayalethu Valley:** A leaking tap was fixed

**Bloomfontein:** New taps were installed

**Greenfield:** New taps were installed

**Love Corner:** New taps were installed

**Riverside:** New tap received

**Nehkets:** Broken tap fixed

**Corona Valley:** Vandalised standpipe fixed

**Qolweni:** Two taps installed

**Love Corner:** Two taps were added

**New Rest:** Two taps were added

**Qolweni:** Two taps were added

Khayalethu Valley: A water truck brought water

Two taps were added

**Love Corner:** Two taps were added

**New Rest:** Two taps were added

**Qolweni:** Two taps were added

Khayalethu Valley: A water truck brought water

Two taps were added

**Love Corner:** Two taps were added

**New Rest:** Two taps were added

**Qolweni:** Two taps were added

Love Corner: One tap was fixed

**Water:** Nelson Mandela Bay

**Area 11, Gunguluzza:** Underground pipes connected to make water available at Lembede Crescent which has over 1000 shack

**Ethembeni:** Six standpipes were fixed

**Lawu, Kwalanga:** New taps were installed

**Lawu, Kwalanga:** Availability of water – no dry taps

**Mahlabathini:** Availability of water – no dry taps

**NU29 Motherwell, Khayamnandi:** Taps were fixed properly

**NU29 Motherwell, Khayamnandi:** We received two JoJo tanks

**Kamvelihle, ward 53:** Six standpipes fixed and water is flowing smoothly now

**Area 11’s Lembede Crescent:** Lembede Crescent, which was once visited by former mayor Retief Odendaal, has finally received reticulation service where water from two taps will see residents getting it.

**Area 11, Gunguluzza:** Installation of 16 JoJo tanks in progress

**Lawu, Kwalanga:** New taps were installed

**Area 12:** Concrete slabs were built for 16 JoJo tanks

**Area 11, Gunguluzza:** Installation of 16 JoJo tanks

**WATER:** Mangaung

**Botshabelo Section R:** There were no further water cuts for the month

**Botshabelo Gugulethu:** There were no further water cuts for the month

**Botshabelo Marihana:** There were no further water cuts for the month

**Botshabelo Pela:** There were no further water cuts for the month

**Thaba Nchu Ramagadi:** There were no further water cuts for the month

**Thaba Nchu Ratau:** There were no further water cuts for the month

**Botshabelo M Sec:** There were no further water cuts for the month

**Thaba Nchu, Ratau Extension:** Installation of communal tap

**Mathararanthen:** Installation of communal tap

**Area 11:** 14 standpipes were installed

**KGS (Kia, Qabbi and Sonto):** Taps are fixed

**NU29 Motherwell, Khayamnandi:** Taps were provided

**KGS informal:** New standpipes were installed

**Area 11:** Three taps were fixed

**KGS (Kia, Qabbi and Sonto):** Taps are fixed

**Lawu:** There is no more running water in the streets or blocked drains – regular maintenance is being done now.

**Mugoba:** There are six taps that were fixed

**Nu 13, Muga:** Six communal taps were fixed

**NU29 Motherwell, Khayamnandi:** Availability of water – taps were not dry

**KGS (Kia, Qabbi and Sonto):** Water taps Covid-19: Installation of 6 taps

**36 Families:** There were no water leaks

**Ethembeni, NU 13:** Six new taps were installed

**KGS (Kia, Qabbi and Sonto):** No water leaks

**Lawu, Kwalanga:** Availability of water

**Lawu, Phase 6, Kwalanga:** No dry taps

**Mahlabathini:** Taps were installed

**NU29 Motherwell:** Jojo tank was installed

**COVID-19:** Installation of six taps continues to enhance quality of service

**Area 11, Kariage:** Luthando OVC and Nelson Mandela Bay Metro delivered 100 water tanks in Area 11 informal settlement in Kariage this morning. Joseph Tsetsire and the MMC responsible for Municipal infrastructure attended the event. SABC News covered the event.

**WATER:** Stellenbosch

**Mountain View:** Ten taps installed

**Mandela City:** Taps installed

**Langrug:** The municipality brought water trucks as the water pipeline was disturbed by loadshedding

**Langrug:** A leaking toilet was fixed

**Mandela City:** Water truck sent

**WATER:** Tshwane

**Baghdad, Salvokop:** Residents are happy with the provision of water

**Bundu Inn:** They came and fixed the tanks

**Cemetery View:** The water trucks delivered the water to our informal settlement

**Itereleng:** Our improvement is that we get water every day

**Phomolong:** Leaking pipes were fixed

**Baghdad, Salvokop:** Residents are happy with the provision of water and sanitation

**Baghdad:** Repairs of taps

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** We have less water outages now

**Mshanga (Jeff):** Water trucks are delivering water these days

**Itereleng:** Tanks are being filled daily

**Phomolong, Mamelodi:** They installed the taps at our homes

**Phomolong:** New taps were installed in 26 households

**Baghdad, Salvokop:** Water delivery

**Baghdad:** Water was delivered every week

**Plastic View:** Community repaired their own pipes

**Mooiplaas:** Water was delivered after a long period of nothing

**Mooiplaas, Spruit:** Water has improved in our section now things are better

**Baghdad:** Two taps were repaired

**Bundu Inn:** No more shortage of water

**Itereleng:** They fixed the water tanks

**Itereleng:** Tank was cleaned

**Plastic View:** They cleaned our water tanks

**Choba:** Water has been delivered every day

**Baghdad, Salvokop:** Two taps were fixed

**Baghdad, Salvokop:** There is water delivered to us every week

**Baghdad, Salvokop:** One tap was repaired but the other one not

**Baghdad, Salvokop:** We have two water tanks, but I’m not sure water is clean.

**Baghdad:** Water delivered daily and two tanks were filled

**Mooiplaas:** They fixed broken taps

**Atteridgeville:** Most of taps are in working condition

**Mooiplaas:** They have installed taps in every yard

**Mooiplaas:** Water tanks come often

**Mooiplaas:** The water is delivered to the community

**Baghdad:** We receive water

**Issor:** They fixed one tap

**Itereleng:** They make sure we have water in the taps

**Itereleng:** Tanks were serviced, I see this as an improvement
See comments from the residents themselves about improved sanitation services:

**SANITATION: Buffalo City**

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** All blockages have been resolved

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** Toilets have been blocked

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** A lot has changed. We see the cleaning team every second day coming to clean our toilets, and there are less blockages now.

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** We have clean toilets

**Slovo:** Toilets are now being cleaned

**Mbantsane, Tambo Square:** Toilets are being cleaned.

**Area 1:** Sewer overflow (toilets)

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** There was a sewer leak next to my house. It was fixed about a week ago.

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** The contractor is currently working on the blockages in my area

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** Toilets were cleaned after a very long time

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** We had three blocked toilets that were cleared last week

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** Some sewer pipes are being replaced

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** We reported a sewer blockage and it was fixed the following day.

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** Our toilets have been cleaned recently and we see the cleaning team every second or third day after they have cleaned

**Beacon Bay, Nompumelelo:** Blockages have been fixed and the jetting trucks did come back and check

**Mbantsane, Biko Square Nu 2:** We clean the toilets now and we are being paid little money. They do not give us cleaning material, they say we must just spray water which is ridiculous.

**Mbantsane, Biko Square Nu 2:** Two people male and female were hired to clean the toilets and are paid by municipality, though they don’t have cleaning material.

**Mbantsane, Biko Square Nu 2:** Councillor has employed people to clean toilets, but is not supplying them with things such as gloves, sanitizer and other cleaning products.

**Shukushuuma:** Fixing of drain blockages as well as improvements of streets

**Shukushuuma:** Addition of toilets, toilets were also fixed

**Shukushuuma:** Fixed drain blockages and small streets were made

**Site B:** Fixing of toilets

**TR:** Flushable toilets are being installed

**TR Khayelitsha:** Flushable toilets are being installed

**TT Section:** Installation of new toilets

**UT Gardens:** Continuation of open space project and the installation of toilets

**UT Gardens:** Reinstallation of toilets is still continuing

**Wetland:** Twenty toilets were built

**YB Section:** Building of toilets

**Empolweni:** Toilet doors fixed

**Imizamo Yethu, DEPO:** Toilets fixed

**Shukushuuma:** Fixing of drain blockages as well as improvements of streets

**Kraalfontein Covid-19 Bloembombe:** 1620 household portable toilets were distributed to residents

**Seskhoana Philippi East:** They fixed our drains after five months we reported

**UT Litha Park:** Installation of additional toilets, water taps, wash facilities and changing broken sewer lines.

**Siyahlala:** Upgrading of toilets and toilet slabs

**Nhlanini:** Upgrading of toilets and toilet slabs

**SANITATION: Cape Town**

**Bholoblola:** Toilets were installed

**Constantia:** Relocation and toilets installation

**Empolweni, Mahaza:** We had floods behind our house, since then there’s a wetland and the water was badly affecting our air. But then last week Friday the City of Cape Town deployed a truck to come and filter the water.

**Gomora:** 50 concrete shelter toilets with plastic chambers were installed

**Island, Emsindweni Extension:** Asivikelane Community facilitators came to our settlement and helped us to sort out some of the problems that we faced. They did cleaning of some toilets.

**Kosovo:** Mshengu had been collected by the company called Moroki and we are satisfied. It is collected on Monday, Wednesday and Friday.

**Mpolweni:** Plenty of flushing toilets were installed at the houses near the road. The ones in the interior of Molweni have bucket system toilets.

**Msindweni:** Since the year started, we got people to get our toilets clean and hygienic.

**GOOD NEWS: Buffalo City, Nompumelelo**

A leaking sewerage pipe was fixed.
SANITATION

See comments from the residents themselves about improved sanitation services:

Seshkona: Chemical toilets drained
Empolweni: Some houses got flushing toilets
Reochstage: Toilets were installed
Bholohola: Very clean and neat
Bhongolwethu: People were employed to clean the channel
Block 8: Ten toilets were built
Bunny Molokwana: We were given Mshengu toilets in their settlement
Empolweni: New toilets were installed
Empukhweni: 35 flushing toilets installed
Europe: Toilets were repaired and fixed
Gomora: New toilets were installed
Khayelitsha: Broken toilets were fixed
Khayelitsha: New toilets are built
Murray: Three people were employed to clean water channels
Murray: 55 toilets were built
New Dawn: New toilets were installed
Nhlanhla: The days of collection of the port-a-potty were increased to five days per week
Nhlanhla: Toilets were installed on our section
Phantsi Kocingo: Ten toilets were built
Siyaphila: The toilets were fixed
TB: Installation of toilets
Thembeni: Installation of toilets
TR Khayelitsha: Build toilets
TR Nkqubela: The toilets were fixed
Tshatshalaza: Some of the toilets were fixed
TT Section: Reinstalling toilets with basins
UT Gardens: Installation of toilets
UT Litha Park: The toilets were fixed
UT Litha Park: New toilets were installed
UT Gardens: New toilets were installed
UT Gardens: Toilets were installed
UT Gardens: New flushing toilets were installed
UT Gardens: Toilets were installed
UT Gardens: Ten toilets were built
UT Gardens: New flushing toilets were installed
UT Gardens: New flushing toilets were installed
UT Litha Park: Broken toilets fixed
UT Nkqubela: Installation of new taps
UT Litha Park: Installation of new toilets
UT Litha Park: Installation of toilets
UT Gardens: New toilets were being installed
UT Gardens: New toilets were installed
Baghdad, Electric Servitude: People were employed to be janitors
Garden City: The municipality is fixing the toilets
Siyaphila: The toilets that were leaking are now fixed
Block 6: They are reinstalling new communal flushed toilets
Tabulele: Communal toilets were fixed
UT Sobambisana: Toilets were installed
Khayelitsha, Site B: Toilets were installed
TR Khayelitsha: Toilets were refurbished
Seshkona Philippi East: After 8 months janitors were hired

SANITATION: Ekurhuleni
Eceleni: The did clean the toilet
Vusumzi Tembisa: The mobile toilets were cleaned
Enkanini: Our place is clean and toilets are being cleaned well since we started monitoring
Thulasizwe: Our toilets are cleaned better than before
Thulasizwe: My compliments are on the issue of toilets drainage ever since we had Asivikalela, it’s up to date
Tsietsi: I have noticed that all our services are on time, including toilet drainage.
Vosloorus: We reported sewerage in the area which was then fixed
Tsokane, Ext 21: Sanitation fixed the broken sewerage
Vusumzi Tembisa: Leaking pipes were fixed.
Marikana Ekurhuleni: They clean toilets at least once a week
Open Space - Phillipi: Installing new toilets
Makhama Plazo: Toilets were cleaned
Mdabeluza 2: Toilets were drained
Soulcicy Masechaba: New toilets were delivered
Esiphethweni: They fixed our toilet
Holanoma: A new toilet was installed
Mhancwana: They make sure that they clean the toilets, they also drain the toilets once a week.
Mhancwana: Broken taps were fixed

Robert Sobuhwe: Sewerage was cleaned up
Robert Sobuhwe: They gave us 2 toilets
Somalia Park, Zone 6: I reported about a broken toilet to the supervisor of Sanitec (sanitation), and finally they came and exchanged the toilets.
Tsakane Ext 21: Ablution block drain unblocked
Duduza North: Blocked sewage was unblocked
Duduza North: Blocked sewage was fixed
Eholozeni: The two toilets that were broken since June 2022 were fixed
Esiphethweni: Last week Thursday they cleaned our toilet
Kwanele: They fixed the taps, they are working alright now.
Makhalagola: Every toilet is fixed
Robert Sobuhwe: They added two toilets
Duduza North: Sewage block was fixed
Eholozeni: They came and fixed two toilets
Esiphethweni: On the 10th September they fix our broken toilet
Kwanele: My house drain was blocked and the municipality came to the rescue, I am happy about it.
Thulasizwe: Our toilets are drained
Tsietsi: Our sanitation is going good
Somalia Park: New toilets were delivered for people who did not have toilets
Eceleni: The did clean the toilet
Enkanini: Our toilets are cleaned well and on time
Somalia Park: The service provider has improved on time management and clean way of draining toilet

SANITATION: eThekwini
Simplce: The ablution container was maintained
Amabhusi Transit Camp: Cleaning of toilets
Auckland: The toilet seats were fixed
Buffelsdraai: Cleaning of toilets
Buffelsdraai: New flushing toilets built in the settlements
Burton: Cleaning of toilets
Desai: The municipality came and fixed the toilet seats
Empini: New flushing toilets built in the settlements

Robert Sobuhwe: They gave us 2 toilets
Somalia Park, Zone 6: I reported about a broken toilet to the supervisor of Sanitec (sanitation), and finally they came and exchanged the toilets.
Tsakane Ext 21: Ablution block drain unblocked
Duduza North: Blocked sewage was unblocked
Duduza North: Blocked sewage was fixed
Eholozeni: The two toilets that were broken since June 2022 were fixed
Esiphethweni: Last week Thursday they cleaned our toilet
Kwanele: They fixed the taps, they are working alright now.
Makhalagola: Every toilet is fixed
Robert Sobuhwe: They added two toilets
Duduza North: Sewage block was fixed
Eholozeni: They came and fixed two toilets
Esiphethweni: On the 10th September they fix our broken toilet
Kwanele: My house drain was blocked and the municipality came to the rescue, I am happy about it.
Thulasizwe: Our toilets are drained
Tsietsi: Our sanitation is going good
Somalia Park: New toilets were delivered for people who did not have toilets
Eceleni: The did clean the toilet
Enkanini: Our toilets are cleaned well and on time
Somalia Park: The service provider has improved on time management and clean way of draining toilet

SANITATION: eThekwini
Simplce: The ablution container was maintained
Amabhusi Transit Camp: Cleaning of toilets
Auckland: The toilet seats were fixed
Buffelsdraai: Cleaning of toilets
Buffelsdraai: New flushing toilets built in the settlements
Burton: Cleaning of toilets
Desai: The municipality came and fixed the toilet seats
Empini: New flushing toilets built in the settlements

Foreman Road: Ablution block cleaning
Khenana: Sanitation improved
Lungelani: We had regular meetings with different municipal officials that is conducted by Area Base Management
Lungelani: The municipality came for toilet maintenance
Malilaca: The municipality brought us alternative toilets after we reported the problem of blocked toilets in our settlement
Maluhazi: Ablution toilet are being cleaned up by volunteers three times a week
Maluhazi: Ablution toilet were blocked but managed to get it fixed
Mariannhill Station (Ehlathini): Municipality used to come twice per week to drain toilets
Mariannridge Seven: Municipality used to come twice per week to drain toilets
Mhlasini: Flushing toilets continue to be built in the settlements for residents
Pamper House 2: Municipality used to come twice per week to drain toilets
Qhahaza: Toilets are clean
Redcliffe: Many residents received new flushing toilets built in the settlements
Richmond Farm: Ablution toilets are working
Samsoni: Municipality came and cleaned the toilets
Senzohuhle: Ulubhton toilet is working
Simplace: They clean the toilets and maintain them
Sphola AA: Toilets were renewed
Thornwood: 35 technology toilets were installed around the settlement and the process of RDP houses is on the way
Vuka Stop 8: Toilet is working
Tshelhimyama: Municipality installed more than 50 technology toilets around the settlement.
Zamani Erimonwe: They have VIP toilets, they used ablution toilets before but they got damaged.
Zamokuhle: Toilet is working
Zone 1: Toilet is working
Auckland: They fixed the tap water inside the toilet.
N Section: Repairs on ablution facilities
Thornwood: Installation of new technology toilets
Kwamnyandu: Repairs and ablation refurbishment
Umlazi, Tropic: One of our Community Facilitators worked with municipal officials to unblock one of the main drains. We fully appreciate what the municipality does in responding to issues reported to them. The drainage system has been worse in most areas around Durban due to heavy rains that have been pounding the metro and other surrounding areas.
Banana City: We are seeing the cleaning of toilets improve
Parkeington, Stanger Section: Every day there is contract work in the settlement fixing the damaged pipes and broken doors
Tropiho X2: Municipality unblock the drain around my area
Tempt: Add one ablution block toilet
Sphoka: Ablution toilets were fixed
Bimbos: Change 2 plastic toilets cause the condition was bad
Mariannhill Ethalini: Eight chemical toilets were drained
Jamaica: Fixed ablution block toilets and painted 2 of them
Mariannhill Station (Ethalini): Municipality use to come and drain our toilets, and also provide with toilet papers.
Jamaica: Municipality use to come and drain toilets but we wish to increase the days of draining the toilets at least 3 times a week
Ndengeni, Loshisini: Recently municipality came and drained sewage
Magwaverni, H Section: Some toilets are now open after a very long time ago not working properly

Flat 161: Municipality drainage toilets
Enkanini: Seven chemical toilets were delivered
Seattles, Thuthukani: Special toilet are new clean
AA Sphoka: The repairing of ablution in the settlement was successful
Mathambo: The toilet is always taken care by Kanyakisa project and our caretakers make sure that they report the damages and they quickly repair the leakages and broken pipes
Lunugelani: The unblocked of blocked toilets and by fixing the leaking pipes
Gwola’s Farm: There is a construction in setting trying to do sewer line
Havelock: They came and fix toilets’ pipe
Enkanini: They came to fix toilets’ doors
Parkington, Thandanani: Toilet regularly cleaned by caretakers
Odaleni, B Section: Toilets are fixed
Bimbos: Two chemical toilets were replaced
Mathambo: Repairs to toilets
Havelock: Unblocking of sewer line
Foreman Road: They have chemical toilets
Auckland: Ablution block toilets also
Gwola’s Farm: They came to fix the leaking toilet
Mathambo: The toilets are clean
Nagina: Fixing of ablution block toilets
Quarry Rd, Mamcondo: They fixed two toilets it’s better cos it was all locked
Thornwood: Drainage of sewage
Tshelhimyama: Ablution block toilets were fixed
Canelands: Fixing of ablution toilets
Tshelhimyama: Installation of all new technology toilets
Doesneshoe: Installation of new technology toilets
Enkanini: Chemical toilets were provided in the community. The challenge was where the toilets will be allocated.
Foreman Rd: New chemical toilets delivered on a place far from the ablution block toilets
Samsen Farm: Chemical toilets serviced
Canelands: Repairs to ablution blocks
Phuthu: Installation 30 of new technology toilets
Mangena: Installation 30 of new technology toilets

Potu: Installation 30 of new technology toilets
Moshimane: Installation 30 of new technology toilets
Ka Seven: Installation 30 of new technology toilets
Enkanini: Toilets were delivered
Khenana: Seven chemical toilets were installed
Samsen Farm: They fixed a sewer blockage
Buffelsdraai, Gunjini: New flushing toilets installed for some residents
Buffelsdraai, Kapa: Flushing toilets installed
Buffelsdraai, Kwamashimane: New flushing toilets installed for residents
Buffelsdraai, Number 4: New flushing toilets installed
Buffelsdraai, Number 7: New flushing toilets installed for residents
Coffee Farm: Sewage leaks were fixed
Dassenhoek: Built 20 new flush toilets
Empini: We have our communal toilets cleaned regularly and we have residents that benefited from these new flushing toilets
Esibayeni: Toilets were maintained
J2 Extension Mlazi: The repairing of our ablutions that were blocked since flooding
Jadu Place: Communal toilets were fixed
Luganda: Sewers were cleaned
Mahlabathini, A Section: All services still available
Maikutza: The blocked communal toilets are now working and clean
Mariannhill Station (Ethalini): They drained the toilets
Mhlasini, Kwatommy: New flushing toilets installed for residents
Ndengeni: Sewers were drained and fixed
Ndengeni, Loshisini: Two sewers were fixed
Parkington, Stanger Section: The repairing of the community ablutions in the settlement
Quarry: New flushing toilets installed for residents and toilets cleaned
Rinderiffie: Sewers were New flushing toilets installed for residents
Seatitude: All services are available and still working good
Tshelhimyama: 15 new individual toilets were built for residents and they are operating very well. The residents are very happy with their own flush toilets.
Tshelhimyama, Dabe: Municipality built 50 new technology toilets and they operate very well. Residents are happy because they can flush.
Zenhlanhla Makhyane: Building 20 new flush toilets
Zwelisha, Nigeria: New flushing toilets installed for residents
Buffelsdraai, Number 7: New flushing toilets for residents
Staram, Sphethwini: In terms of sanitation our community satisfied & covered
Enkanini: The draining of chemical toilets is now twice a week as opposed to once a week
Enkanini: The cleaning of chemical toilets has improved
Umhbayi: Ablution cleaned
Ndengeni: Sewage busted along the road a month ago but municipality came and fixed the sewage
Foreman Road: One ablution block leak fixed
Emapolazi: Repair the toilets
Gumtree: Unblocked toilets
Gwola’s Farm: Pipes that was leaking is fixed
Umhbayi: Toilet is now open and working
Foreman Road: Pipes were fixed
Khenana: Eight chemical toilets given to the community
Lindeloni: Ablution blocks has been fixed
Matlock: Their ablution block toilets are clean
Palmet: Effective Communication with the Ward Councilor
Palmet: Ablution blocks toilets are clean
Boxwood: We rent a Khulula toilets
Buffelsdraai: New flushing toilets built
Esibayeni: We saw maintenance department came to maintain our facility
Mallco: Extra toilets were installed
Mariannhill Station (Ethalini): Cleaning and draining of toilets happens twice a week
Parkington: For the cleaning of the toilets that is done by the contractor
Quarry Rd: New toilets
Redcliffe: Chemical toilets were cleaned
Redcliffe: New flushing toilets built in the settlements

Thornwood: Municipality busy putting new ablution block technology toilets
Tshelhimyama: Municipality busy putting new ablution block technology toilets
Umlazi: The VIP toilets are now cleaned three times in a week

2 Section: There are improvements in the toilets
DXT0: We had problems with the leaking pipes
T Section: Refurbishment of ablution facilities

SANITATION: Johannesburg
Phomlamqashi Unovalley: The toilets are always cleaned twice a week and we thank the people who received the cleaning services contract, they are doing their best.
Klipfonten Block: They drained and cleaned the toilet, but the door handles weren’t fixed and we told them that we need new toilets because the old ones are broken.
Mountain City: Cleaning of toilets is taking place. We have a team of Operations and Maintenance fixing anything within their mandate.
Naledi, Camp 1: There is a toilet at each and every household at Naledi camp
Small Street: They clean the toilet regularly, not like before.
Zamipimla: Cleaning and toilet drainage happens.
Zamipimla: Everything is running smoothly, we have cleaners and patrolers, and we have Apollo lights around the settlement.
Ivy Park, K60b: Supreme drained chemical toilets according to their schedule
Protea South: Toilet are cleaned
Dark City: Installation of VIPs
Ivy Park, Sopasfont: Supreme drain chemical toilets on time
Ivy Park, K50a: Supreme draining toilets on time
Ivy Park, New Hani Park: Supreme draining toilets very early in the morning
Ivy Park, Chris Hani: Supreme draining toilets very early on time
Tladi Camp=Naledi Camp: The installation of sewer pipes
Greater Kliptown, Angola: The toilets were cleaned
GOOD NEWS: City of Cape Town, RR Section
Leaking toilets fixed

SANITATION
See comments from the residents themselves about improved sanitation services:

Mafelandawonye 3: Toilets were drained
Ivory Park, K60b: Chemical toilets drained 3 times a week
Dark City: Erection of toilets
Slovo B: In some parts though there have been toilet installations
Mountain City, Block A: Now they clean toilets regularly
Thembelihle, F Section: Our toilets were cleaned.
Kanapa Park: Repaired our toilets
Tjovitjo, Phase 1: Toilets are cleaned and drained on time
Ivory Park, Mountainview: Toilets drained
Ivory Park, Mountainview: Toilets drained, broken communal taps fixed
Zamimpilo: Toilets were added
Phomlamqashi Unavalley: Toilets were cleaned
Tokyo: Toilets were drained
Phomlamqashi Unavalley: Toilets were drained

Jampas: The toilets were cleaned and drained

Mafelandawonye 3: Toilets were drained
Ivory Park, K60b: Chemical toilets drained 3 times a week

Dark City: Erection of toilets
Slovo B: In some parts though there have been toilet installations

Mountain City, Block A: Now they clean toilets regularly

Thembelihle, F Section: Our toilets were cleaned.
Kanapa Park: Repaired our toilets
Tjovitjo, Phase 1: Toilets are cleaned and drained on time
Ivory Park, Mountainview: Toilets drained
Ivory Park, Mountainview: Toilets drained, broken communal taps fixed
Zamimpilo: Toilets were added
Phomlamqashi Unavalley: Toilets were cleaned
Tokyo: Toilets were drained
Phomlamqashi Unavalley: Toilets were drained

Jampas: Toilets are being cleaned
Jampas: Toilets are drained
Denever: Toilets are drained after a long time
Maripana, Block D: Toilets drained
Tokyo: Toilets drained on time
Tshepisong, Emnandini: Toilets draining was moving smoothly

Baghdad Section: Toilets were drained
Thembelihle, N Section: Toilets were drained
Thembelihle, F Section: Toilets were drained
Ivory Park, K60b: VIP toilets also drained
Rabie Ridge: Toilets have been drained and cleaned

Region A: I noticed they come drain our toilets once we reported to Asivikelane

Dark City: VIP toilets have been installed
Lindelani: The drainage of toilets was done much earlier than before, early in the month of May.

Maripana, JHB, Block D Ext: There’s a lot of improvement because toilets are drained and cleaned three times a week

Mountain City: Supreme toilets are also doing a great job

Plot 12: Our toilets s were full, which is they took time without draining them, but now are fine, they drained them April.

Thembelihle: Toilets were well drained.
Tokyo: Toilets are drained

Tjovitjo, Phase 2: Toilets were serviced

Tokyo: They drained toilets

Waterworks: Toilets are being cleaned
Zamimpilo: The toilets were cleaned

Crown Mines: Draining toilets

Phomlamqashi Unavalley, Block B: A sewage drain that was leaking was fixed

Dark City: Still busy with installation of VIP toilets

Driezel: They have extended the toilets

Jampas: Cleaned toilets in July

Klipfontein Block: The toilets are drained three days a week, sometimes even on holidays, which is a huge improvement.

Maripana JHB, Block D Ext: Every toilet has been cleaned and drained three times a week

Slavo Park Nancefield: They cleaned toilets

Tjovitjo, Phase 2: Toilets were serviced

Tokyo: They drained toilets

Waterworks: Toilets are being cleaned

Zamimpilo: The toilets were cleaned

Crown Mines: Draining toilets

Phomlamqashi Unavalley, Block B: A sewage drain that was leaking was fixed

Dark City: Still busy with installation of VIP toilets

Driezel: They have extended the toilets

Jampas: Cleaned toilets in July

Klipfontein Block: The toilets are drained three days a week, sometimes even on holidays, which is a huge improvement.

Maripana JHB, Block D Ext: Every toilet has been cleaned and drained three times a week

Slavo Park Nancefield: They cleaned toilets

Tjovitjo, Phase 2: Toilets were serviced

Tokyo: They drained toilets

Waterworks: Toilets are being cleaned

Zamimpilo: The toilets were cleaned

Crown Mines: Draining toilets

Phomlamqashi Unavalley, Block B: A sewage drain that was leaking was fixed

Dark City: Still busy with installation of VIP toilets

Driezel: They have extended the toilets
SANITATION

See comments from the residents themselves about improved sanitation services:

Karata:
Toilets cleaned

Basdorp:
New toilets received

Welsyndrop:
New toilet received

Ezweni:
New toilets received

Uitsig:
New gendered toilets received

Park View:
New chemical toilets received

Honey Valley:
Toilet desludged

Hornlee:
New toilets received

Uitsig:
New toilets received

Katanga Valley:
New toilet received

Happy Valley:
Broken toilets fixed

Joodin se Kamp:
New toilet received

Nkandla Greenfield:
New toilets distributed

New gendered toilets distributed

Sakhumzamo:
Household toilet paper distributed per household

Blade Square:
Blocked toilet fixed

Komatia:
Overflowing drain fixed

Love Corner:
Two blocked toilets fixed

Agterstraat Valley:
Toilet provided

Uitsig (Section 1):
Four gendered toilets provided

Uitsig (Section 2):
Toilet provided

Honey Valley:
Toilet provided

Rhobodla:
Flush toilets fixed

Phelandaba:
New toilets provided

Johannesburg:
Toilet paper provided

Uitsig:
Toilet paper distributed per household

Corona Valley:
New toilets distributed

Nkandla Greenfield:
New gendered toilets added

Uitsig:
Toilet desludged

Agterstraat:
New chemical toilets received

Shokoogaatjie:
New chemical toilets received

Ward 2:
Five times one litre Sunlight liquid was provided for cleaning toilets

Ward 3:
Two pairs of gloves were given for cleaning of toilets

Lankgwegow:
Two new toilets delivered

KGS (Kiva, Gqabi and Sonto):
Toilets were cleaned

Lawu, Kwalanga:
Blocked drains were repaired

Lawu, Kwalanga:
Toilet desludged

Agterstraat:
Toilet desludged

Nkandla Greenfield:
New gendered toilets distributed

Sakhumzamo:
Household toilet paper distributed per household

Toilets cleaned

Mandela City:
Toilet doors installed

Kamva:
Cleaning of toilets

Mandela City:
New toilet doors installed

Kwamashu:
Toilet cleaning and removals

Kamva:
Cleaning of toilets

Nkandla Greenfield:
Toilet desludged

Tshwane:
New gendered toilets distributed

Bundu Inn:
Toilets are cleaned

Itereleng, Nkandla Section:
Toilets are being drained twice a week

Itereleng:
Toilets and toilet paper were provided

Jefferisville:
They clean toilets

Choba:
Toilets are being drained twice a week

Baghdad, Salvokop:
Toilets are clean and drained two times in a week

Baghdad, Salvokop:
Cleaning of toilets and toilet paper

Zamipilo:
Drains were unblocked

Baghdad:
27 toilets were cleaned and drained twice a week and toilet paper was provided

Itereleng:
Toilets are cleaned on time

Mooiplas:
They have added chemical toilets

Baghdad:
The toilets are drained and cleaned with toilet papers
See comments from the residents themselves about improved waste removal services:

**WASTE REMOVAL: Buffalo City**

- **Beacon Bay, Nompuulele:** Our refuse has been collected on time
- **Mdantsane, Hani Park 2:** Dumping sites are cleaned
- **Mdantsane, Phola Park Sb:** Dumping sites are cleaned
- **Mdantsane, Sonwabile:** Waste management cleaned the dumping site
- **Phola Park:** Dumping sites cleaned up
- **Beacon Bay, Nompuulele:** They are collecting rubbish regularly
- **Mdantsane, Bibo Square Nu 2:** We received plastic bags from the councillor
- **Mdantsane, Bibo Square Nu 2:** We also received refuse plastic bags and I had to go and fetch it from the councillor’s office using a car, and came and gave it to everyone.
- **Mdantsane, Bibo Square Nu 2:** We’ve also been provided with refuse bags we no longer buy them ourselves
- **Mdantsane, Hani Park 2:** Dumping sites are cleaned up by Buffalo City municipality
- **Mdantsane, Phola Park Sb:** Dumping sites are cleaned up by Buffalo City municipality
- **Mdantsane, Ramaphosa:** Dumping sites are cleaned up by Buffalo City municipality
- **Aconey Valley, Breidbach:** Delivery of refuse bags

**WASTE REMOVAL: Cape Town**

- **Block 6:** Our waste container is kept much cleaner than it used to be
- **Island, Emsindweni Extension:** Asivikelenes came to the settlement and did a campaign on waste collection to help the community because there were no people employed to do cleaning services
- **Nkanini:** In some areas of Nkanini streets are being cleaned
- **Phillippi East, Sijahlala F Section:** Waste is now getting collected frequently and also our dumping sites are always clean
- **Imizamo Yethu, Mafitsha:** Refuse was collected
- **Imizamo Yethu, Moloakoane St:** Refuse was collected

Langa, Joe Slovo: Refuse collected
TRA: Waste was removed
Bosasa: Area was cleaned
Imizamo Yethu: Waste collected
TT Section: Dumpsites were cleaned
UT Litha Park: Refuse removal
UT Gardens: Refuse removal
Phontsi Koeinga: The respondent stated that the streets are much tidy than before in their area
Bunny Molokwana: Waste collection points collected
Sinaho: They also getting plastic bags for waste
Langa: Waste removal truck came and collected the rubbish
QQ (Khayelitsha): Waste removal collected the rubbish after a week we reported
**WASTE REMOVAL: Ekurhuleni**

Dukathole: They collected the bins on time
Esiphethweni: They do collect bins on time
Marihana: We have people cleaning our settlement
Mayfield Ext 1: We have patrols and community members are cleaning our streets
Mayfield Ext 1: Each and every Wednesday now they are removing the waste
**Waste collection:** People are cleaning the street
**Vusmatsi Tembisa:** The dumping sites were cleaned
**Enhlanini:** The community looks clean and there are no more dumping areas
**Enhlanini:** Illegal dumping areas have been cleaned
**Enhlanini:** Residents are no longer using dumping areas but they wait for the truck to come pick up waste
**Etwatwa, Overflow:** We had waste collection in our community
**Mandela:** Our waste removal service is currently doing their best to be on schedule and they are available every week
**Mandela:** We had a lot of illegal dumping areas that are being cleaned now
**Skoonplaas:** I see the entrance at Skoonplaas has been cleaned totally, there is no more dumping in those areas anymore. And one last thing, the dump truck is back again collecting our rubbish after some time of their unavailability.

**Skoonplaas:** We have people who have been employed as safety officers and maintenance personnel in our community to clean our streets. They have planted plants in the entrance of our community where people used to dump waste in that area.

**Somalia Park, Zone 1:** Waste removal has improved since last month
**Tsietsi:** I have noticed that all our services are on time including waste removal
**Mayfield West:** The rubbish bins were collected
**Mandela:** Cleaning of a dumping site
**Makhudu Pias:** Bins were cleaned
**Mandela, Katlehong:** Cleaning of dumping areas

**Vusmatsi Tembisa:** Dustbins were collected
**Esiphethweni:** Municipality has been cleaning dumping sites and removing refuse
**Marihana Enhlanini:** They removed rubbish bins
**Duduza North:** Dumping site cleaned
**Dukathole, Block 6:** Dumping sites have been cleaned
**Esiphethweni, Phase 2:** Waste is collected now
**Mandela:** Dumping areas are still being cleaned because they were all around our area
**Mkhancwa:** Waste is collected every day
Robert Sobukwe: They have cleared the refuse
**Vusmatsi Tembisa:** They took the dustbins in our area but left other sides
GOOD NEWS: Ekurhuleni, Steve Biko
Dumping site was cleared.

Mayfield: Residents did a clean-up campaign
Overflow: Dumping site cleaned
Marikana: Clean-up campaign with half of the settlement included
Eceleni: They picked up the bins and they came to pick up the rubbish
Ehlazeni: They picked up rubbish
Ekuthuleni: They collect bins every Friday
Marikana Ekurhuleni: Now they are removing the waste
Mayfield Ext 1: The waste is being collected on schedule
Mayfield West: The dumping sites are clean
Merikana Ext 10: They collected refuse
Robert Sobukwe: The removal of refuse
Vusumzi Tembisa: The came to clean the dumping site
Vusumzi Tembisa: They picked up the dirt in site

Enkanini: The dumping areas were cleaned
Enkanini: We had the dumping area cleaned
Marikana Ekurhuleni: Our dumping site is clean because of Asivikelane
Mandela: We have illegal dumping areas cleaned
Eceleni: They did clean the dumping side
Mayfield Ext 1: Cause I see people are cleaning the dumping site
Robert Sobukwe: Yes our settlement now has one dumping site which is not near us
Duduzza/Masechaba: They gave us wheelie bins
Tsietts: Some dumping areas were cleaned
Dukathole: They collect bins on time
Eceleni: The do pick up the dustbin
Marikana Ekurhuleni: They collect the dustbin every week

Mayfield Ext 1: Now they are collecting the waste thanks to Asivikelane
Robert Sobukwe: Rubbish is always cleaned from the dumpsite
Vusumzi Tembisa: They did pick up the dustbins
Enkanini: I’m happy that waste removal has been on point
Enkanini: Illegal dumping areas are cleaned
Palmaridge: Our area is clean because the waste removal service is on point
Somalia Park: There’s improvement in waste collection as it’s being collected regularly
Steve Biko: Waste was collected on our dumpsite
Mkhancwa: Dumping sites have been cleaned

WASTE REMOVAL: eThekwini
Emhibeni: Collection of waste and cleaning the dumping site
Enduduzweni: Waste collection
Ezimeleni: They now collect waste on a regular basis
Foreman Road: Waste collection
Foreman Road: Cleaning and sweeping the road
Foreman Road: Waste collection
Gwala’s Farm: Waste is collected
Jadhu Place: Our place is clean, there is regular collection of waste by the municipality.
Jadhu Place: There was a cleaning campaign that was done by a local NGO and the municipality
Jamaica: There are people cleaning the road
JX2: Waste is collected twice a week
Kennedy Road: Waste management improved
Kenville: There was a cleaning campaign with Asivikelane Facilitators and the Department of Solid Waste
Khena: Waste Management improved
Khenana: Waste Management improved
Kx10: Waste is collected twice a week
Landform: Municipality takes the bins
Lindelani: Waste management improved
Lungelani: The municipality helps in cleaning campaigns and the waste is collected
M12 Umlazi: Waste is collected twice a week
Mahlabathini: Waste is collected

Malloko: A cleaning campaign was established and now the community are educated about waste management
Malukozi: Waste disposal is being taken twice a day
Mariannridge Seven: Residents are trying to limit illegal dumping sites by doing cleaning operations together with the municipality
Mathambo: Municipality takes out the bins in my community
Matlock: Waste management improved
Ndegezi: Refuse waste is collected once a week by the municipality
New City: Waste management improved
New Germany: Waste management improved
Nkungwane: Waste management improved
Palmiet: Waste management improved
PKX4: There is no more waste because the municipality truck came twice a week
Samsen: The council came with people to clean the road
Sealodge: Waste is collected
Simplicity: Bins were allocated in our settlement and the cleaning campaign was escalated. We even managed to have different waste collection points in the settlement
Simplicity: The cleaning of the informal settlement by the municipality
Smithfield: The skip was cleaned out
Staraan: Waste is collected in our settlement
Sunshine: Waste is collected once a week
Tshopiho X2: Removal of the bins by municipality trucks
Umbhaya: Waste is collected
Zamani: Waste collected twice a week
Zamani Soweto: The municipality sent people to help collect waste from dumping areas
Zamani Soweto: Waste is collected once a week and the municipality sent contractors to collect waste from all dumping areas
Zamani Soweto: Waste is collected once a week and the municipality sent contractors to collect waste from all dumping areas
Zamani Transit Camp: Waste collected twice a week and the municipality sent contractors to pick up the waste
Zwelisha: Waste collection points were cleared
Malukozi: Cleaning campaign
NCP: Cleaning campaign

Phase 2: Cleaning campaign
Buffelsdriai: Waste collected
Buffelsdriai: Refuse bags distributed
Thornwood: Refuse collected and illegal dumps cleared
Annette Drive: Waste collection
Asiyindawo: Waste collection
Auckland: Waste collected once a week
Banana City: Waste collection
Barcelona 2: Waste collection
Bhamboyi: Cleaned our dumping site
Briendno: Waste management improved
Buffelsdriai: Cleaning of waste collection points by Expanded Public Works Programme
Buffelsdriai: New recycling cooperatives were registered by our ward councillor
Burlington: Waste collection
Canelands: Cleaning of waste collection points
Cato-Crest (Gwala 1): Waste collection
Coffee Farm: Waste collected once a week
Dunbar: Waste management improved
Ekhukheni: Waste collection
Ekuphumeleleni: Waste collection
Banana City: Waste collection improved
Buffelsdriai, Hilltop: A cleaning and waste collection by the Department of Solid Waste after a year of not being collected
Mathambo: Cleaning campaign in my community
Canelands, Canelands: The Mayor of Ethekwini came to clean waste
Chappers, Blackburn: The Department of Water and Sanitation removed the waste
Barcelona 2: An Asivikelane community was tired of the municipality not collecting household refuse. So they cleaned up the dumpsite themselves and called the SABC to film and broadcast. The municipality sprang into action and sent trucks to collect the full garbage bags. This was the first time waste was collected since December 2022
Road 6 Malukozi: Refuse collected, settlement cleaned up. The refuse was removed at a collection point in the settlement, the spillage from overflowing due to non-collection spread the garbage all over the settlements hence the clean-up
New Germany: The waste is now not a problem since they collect it twice per week.

Mallaca: Cleaning campaign and plastic bags provision.

Mallaca: Removed from illegal dumping points and municipal collection points and cleaning up inside the settlements.

Barcelon: Waste removal has improved. The municipality sent trucks to collect all refuse that remained in the community. Waste was collected after a long time that the community was living under unhealthy conditions.

Magwvani: Waste is good.

Mathambo: Cleaning campaign and plastic bags provision.

Havelock: Cleaning campaign and plastic bags provision.

Mathambo: Cleaning campaign our settlement.

Amahlongwa: Collection has extended to areas that were not included before.

Havelock: Department of Solid Waste, Asikivakela members and residents came to do a cleaning campaign in our area.

Buffelsdraai, KoPata: I saw some EPWP workers picking papers near the road.

Bhambay: Refusal collection.

Foreman Road, Main Road: Refuse collection.

Porkington, Thandanan: The waste is collected by municipality.

Malukazi, Road 4: The waste that was not collected now is removed.

Barcelon: There is an increase in the number of trucks that remove waste. This comes after the community engaged members of the media with regards to the informal settlement not receiving services in the collection of waste.

Foreman Road, Central: Waste collection.

Canelands, Madamini: Waste EPWP programme seem to be functional as waste is collected regularly on their waste collection points.

Storam, Basuthwini: Waste is collected every Wednesday.

Mahlabatnini, A Section: Waste is collected and they clean the road and dumping point too.

Foreman Rd: Waste is now collected more often and there are municipal cleaners in the area. Residents were given bin bags.

Foreman Road: Waste is now collected twice a week, unlike before when it was only collected once a week.

Seatie: Waste was collected and cleaning the road with volunteers coz it was very dirty and swipe the soil on the road after the rain.

Seatie: With waste collection now more clean even on the road and bus stop.

Amahlongwa: Collection has extended to areas that were not included before.

Desai: Waste collected and area cleaned up.

George Hill: The truck is collecting waste twice unlike before where it was collecting once.

Amahlongwa: Waste trucks are collecting in areas where they never used to collect during rainy season.

Havelock: Cleaning campaign.

Simplex: Cleaning campaign.

Tropika: Cleaning campaign.

Amahlongwa: Removal of waste.

Auckland: Cleaning campaign.

Chappers: They remove the waste and supply the plastic bags.

J2 Extension: There is a collection of bin plastics in the settlement.

Johanna Road: A cleaning campaign was conducted by the municipality and some organisations.

KwaShakes: The cleaning of the road and pathways in our settlement is done by the private company.

Malukazi, Road 4: Dumping sites are clean.

Malukazi, Road 5: They collect waste twice a week.

Marianridge Seven: Last week we have cleaning campaign together with municipality and residents.

Mathambo: The municipality always cleans our collection point.

Nhlungwane, Piesang Area 5: They provide plastic bags and collect it.

Pernony Ridge, Thornwood: There was a cleaning campaign.

Storam, Basuthwini: Waste was collected.

Thornwood: Cleaning campaign.

Amahlongwa: Collection has extended to areas that were not included before.

Bhambay: Clean up and collection.

Mathambo: Refuse removal.

Johanna Road: Cleaning campaign and waste collection.

Malukazi, Road 5: Dumping sites are clean.

the private company.

Malukazi, Road 4: Dumping sites are clean.

Malukazi, Road 5: They collect waste twice a week.

Marianridge Seven: Last week we have cleaning campaign together with municipality and residents.

Mathambo: The municipality always cleans our collection point.

Nhlungwane, Piesang Area 5: They provide plastic bags and collect it.

Pernony Ridge, Thornwood: There was a cleaning campaign.

Storam, Basuthwini: Waste was collected.

Thornwood: Cleaning campaign.

Amahlongwa: Collection has extended to areas that were not included before.

Bhambay: Clean up and collection.

Mathambo: Refuse removal.

Johanna Road: Cleaning campaign and waste collection.

Havelock: Continuous cleaning campaign and establishment of disposal area convenient to residents and has been recognised by municipality.

Jamaica: Refuse bags provision and waste removal.

Amahlongwa: Collection has extended to areas that were not included before.

Bhambay: Collection of waste.

Auckland: Increased the number of waste bags, now we get three per week.

Buffelsdraai, Hilltop: Waste refuse bags received.

Buffelsdraai, KoPata: Waste collected from collection points and cleaning campaign conducted.

Buffelsdraai, Kwamashimane: Cleaning campaign.

Buffelsdraai, KoPata: Waste collected from collection points and cleaning campaign conducted.

Buffelsdraai, Number 4: Cleaning campaign and waste collected from collection points.

Buffelsdraai, Number 7: Cleaning campaign.

Empini: Waste was collected at collection points and refuse bags were received.

Esibayeni: Area was cleaned.

Gwalo’s Farm: Waste was collected.

J2 Extension MiAZi: Cleaning of community spaces.

Jadu place: Road was cleaned.

Magwvani, H Section: Waste was collected in our settlement and they tried to clean roads.

Magwvani, J Section: Waste is collected and they are trying to clean the road and collection point.

GOOD NEWS: eThekwini, Havelock

Community cleaning campaign.

Malukazi: Waste removal has improved. There are teams on the ground that are cleaning the whole settlement every day.

Mariannhill Station (Ehlathini): We did a cleaning campaign together with municipality to address illegal dumping.

Mathambo: People are cleaning informal settlements and there is waste collection.

Mhlasini, Kwatommny: Cleaning campaign.

Ndengze, Linda Area: We did a cleaning campaign for illegal dumping together with municipality.

Parkington, Stanger Section: Removal of waste.

Quarry: They cleaned our area via a cleaning campaign.

Redcliffe, Johnny: Cleaning campaign by ward councillor.

Seatie: Waste is collected.

Simplex, D Section: The collection of waste is the best in our settlement because there are teams that are working to clean all the passages. They even collected the plastic bags and take them to the nearby dumpsite. They even helped the municipality to fill the truck and I usually report and they are fast to respond.

Simplex, Number 7: The collection of waste in the settlement that started a month ago.

Zwelisha, Nigeria: Cleaning campaign by ward councillor and residents.

Buffelsdraai, Number 2: Waste was collected.

Buffelsdraai, Number 7: Cleaning campaign and waste collected from collection points.

Buffelsdraai, Number 8: Cleaning campaign.

Barcelona: Cleaning road team.

Ndengze: Sorting of the illegal dumping sites.

Ndengze: Fixing of the road on process and waste started collection by municipality.

Samsen Farm: Waste collected.

Asijindiso: Since Asikivakela came, the municipality came and collect waste.

Avoca: Since Asikivakela came, the municipality came and collect waste.

Banana City: Since Asikivakela came, the municipality came and collect waste.

Barcelona: Waste collection.

Buffelsdraai: Waste collection.

Burintongi: Waste collection.

Canelands: Waste collection.

Cato-Crest (Gwalo 1): Waste collection.


Ekuphumeleleni: Refuse bags were added.


Enduduzweni: Refuse bags came.

Kennedy Road: Waste Management improved.

Kennedy Road: Waste Management improved.

Lindeloni: Waste Management improved.

Nhlungwane: Waste Management improved.

Palmiet: Waste management improved.

Vuka Stop 8: Waste management.


Zone 1: Refuse bags came.

Seichte: Cleaning and waste removal resources provided.

Lungelani: Cleaning and waste removal resources provided.

Malukazi: Refuse bags provided to community and waste collected.

Road 2: Waste collected on 3 illegal dumpsites.

Simplex: Truck collected loads of waste, refuse bags and skip provided.

Zwelisha: Cleaning campaign by ward councillor and Asikivakela Facilitator with residents.

Richardson Farm: Waste Management improved.

Trapika X: Waste Management improved.

Bhambay: They laid a helping hand and clean the dumping site of our community.

Bhambay: Assisted in cleaning our roads.

Foreman Road: Waste collection.

Foreman Road: Cleaning road team.

Ndengze: Sorting of the illegal dumping sites.

Ndengze: Fixing of the road on process and waste started collection by municipality.

Samsen Farm: Waste collected.

Asijindiso: Since Asikivakela came, the municipality came and collect waste.

Avoca: Since Asikivakela came, the municipality came and collect waste.

Banana City: Since Asikivakela came, the municipality came and collect waste.

Barcelona: Waste collection.

Buffelsdraai: Waste collection.

Burintongi: Waste collection.

Canelands: Waste collection.

Cato-Crest (Gwalo 1): Waste collection.


Ekuphumeleleni: Refuse bags were added.


Enduduzweni: Refuse bags came.

Kennedy Road: Waste Management improved.

Kennedy Road: Waste Management improved.

Lindeloni: Waste Management improved.

Nhlungwane: Waste Management improved.

Palmiet: Waste management improved.

Vuka Stop 8: Waste management.


Zone 1: Refuse bags came.

Seichte: Cleaning and waste removal resources provided.

Lungelani: Cleaning and waste removal resources provided.

Malukazi: Refuse bags provided to community and waste collected.

Road 2: Waste collected on 3 illegal dumpsites.

Simplex: Truck collected loads of waste, refuse bags and skip provided.

Zwelisha: Cleaning campaign by ward councillor and Asikivakela Facilitator with residents.

Richardson Farm: Waste Management improved.

Trapika X: Waste Management improved.

Bhambay: They laid a helping hand and clean the dumping site of our community.

Bhambay: Assisted in cleaning our roads.

Foreman Road: Waste collection.

Foreman Road: Cleaning road team.

Ndengze: Sorting of the illegal dumping sites.

Ndengze: Fixing of the road on process and waste started collection by municipality.

Samsen Farm: Waste collected.

Asijindiso: Since Asikivakela came, the municipality came and collect waste.

Avoca: Since Asikivakela came, the municipality came and collect waste.

Banana City: Since Asikivakela came, the municipality came and collect waste.

Barcelona: Waste collection.

Buffelsdraai: Waste collection.

Burintongi: Waste collection.

Canelands: Waste collection.

Cato-Crest (Gwalo 1): Waste collection.


Ekuphumeleleni: Refuse bags were added.


Enduduzweni: Refuse bags came.

Kennedy Road: Waste Management improved.

Kennedy Road: Waste Management improved.

Lindeloni: Waste Management improved.

Nhlungwane: Waste Management improved.

Palmiet: Waste management improved.

Vuka Stop 8: Waste management.


Zone 1: Refuse bags came.
WASTE REMOVAL: Johannesburg

Elthuleni: They do collect bins on time

Elthuleni: Asivikelane organised a cleaning campaign and cleaned the whole settlement. The streets and passages were very clean and I'm so happy about that. They even cleaned the dirty sewers and opened the drains so that the water can flow easily. They even cut unwanted grassroots and trees. I'm very, very happy they even patrolled the whole settlement to check if everything is safe.

Greater Kliptown: They collect bins on time

Hollywood: I am extremely glad to report or compliment about the duty that team Asivikelane is doing around our section. The place was extremely dirty and now the crew has cleaned it thoroughly. It was a health hazard before they came... thank you very much team Asivikelane and the leadership of Asivikelane... keep on keeping our environment clean!

Ivory Park: They were cleaning our place

Ivory Park: Constant rubbish collection

Jampas: The collection of rubbish every week

Jampas: We have a cleaning project started in our community

Kanana Park: Bins were collected

Kanana Park: There were improvements, the dumping sites are clean.

Kathrada: The improvement is that the streets are clean

Kathrada: Refuse is removed all the time and this means a lot to the community

Kwa Khosa: People are cleaning our settlements, thanks to Asivikelane!

Lusaka: Dump site was cleaned Mafelandawonye 3, Ivory Park Ext 2: Our section is always clean. They come twice a week to clean our area. Mafelandawonye 3, Ivory Park Ext 2: They clean refuse almost daily

Mines informal settlement: They collected the waste

Mokohong: Dumping sites are clean

Mountain City: They hired people to clean refuse almost daily

Mountain City: Cleaning campaign, resources provided and waste collected.

Mountain City: Pitkup is now on the ground, waste is being collected every Thursday.

Phomlamqashi Unavalley: The cleaning services were doing their jobs properly. Even today, as we speak, they are cleaning the dumping sites next to the bus depot.

Zamimpilo: Waste was removed in our section

Zamimpilo: Waste collection was done

Zamimpilo: Waste collection is better than before

Ivory Park, K60c: Pitkup is collecting waste every week

Protea South, Zone 5: Waste is collected almost every day in our area

Tshepisong, Emmandini: Waste still collected

Zamimpilo: Waste collection improved

Ivory Park, Mountainview: Waste was collected on time

Thembelihle: Dumping sites were cleaned

Mafelandawone 3: Municipality removed refuse

Jampas: Pitkup brought bags and collected waste

Ivory Park, Sophatown: Pitkup collect waste frequently

Ivory Park, Chris Han: Pitkup collected the waste

Ivory Park, K60a: Pitkup is doing well on collecting waste

Ivory Park, New Han Park: Pitkup is doing well on collecting waste

Mountain City, Bloch A: Pitkup is improving

Ivory Park, Green Section: Rubbish bins were collected

Silver Park: The waste is collected every week

Ekuthuleni, Kwa Khosa: They took our dustbin earlier than before

Zamimpilo: Dumpsite cleaned

Thembelihle: Dumping site was cleaned

Plot 12: Municipality has distributed plastic bags

Ukuthula: New refuse is being removed

Elenhof: Pitkup come to collect the rubble

Waterworks: Rubbish collection

Kwa Khosa: Refuse collection is consistent

Driezeh, Gardens: The Pitkup pickup truck came today morning for waste collection

Ivory Park: They collected our bin in time

Plot 12: They are now taking the waste

GOOD NEWS: City of Joburg, Rabie Ridge

Refuse skips were cleared

Zamimpilo: Waste was collected

Dark City, Poortjie: Today there was dustbin collection at Dark City

Denver: They come on Wednesday to clean bins and dump

Greater Kliptown, Angola: Cleaning was conducted in our settlement

Ivory Park: Waste is being collected

Jampas: Waste is being collected by bin and dump cleaned

Kanana Park: Our community was cleaned

Kanana Park: The waste is being collected, once per week on Wednesday or Saturdays.

Klippspruit: Pitkup collect waste once per week

Kwakhoza: Waste bins are being collected every Tuesdays and skip bins are collected every day
Waste Removal: See comments from the residents themselves about improved waste removal services:

- **Rabie Ridge:** Waste was collected at Rabie Ridge.
- **Ivy Park:** Consistent engagement and bags and trucks in collaboration with SEF, built of a longer-term relationship with Asivikelane and Pikitup depots.
- **Mountain City:** Consistent engagement and bags and trucks in collaboration with SEF, built of a longer-term relationship with Asivikelane and Pikitup depots.
- **Jumpers:** Consistent engagement and bags and trucks in collaboration with SEF, built of a longer-term relationship with Asivikelane and Pikitup depots.
- **Driers:** Waste collection is improved regularly.
- **Waste collection has improved:** They cleaned the communal garden.
- **Soccer Valley:** Residents cleaned a dumpsite.
- **Kanga:** New waste bins were received.
- **Chapel Park:** New waste bins were received.
- **Khayalethu Valley:** Black bag distribution per household.
- **Slangerpark:** Black bag distribution per household.
- **Victor Molas:** Black bag distribution per household.
- **Khayalethu Valley:** Black bag distribution per household.
- **Love Corner:** Quarterly black bags received in stacks.
- **Wingstreet Valley:** New wheelie bins received.
- **Outap:** More black bags were distributed to each household.
- **Khayalethu Valley:** Black bags were received for each household.
- **Langheuwel:** Black bags were received for each household.
- **Shoolgaatjie:** Black bags were received for each household.
- **Slangerpark:** Black bags were received for each household.
- **Ethembeni:** Black bags were received for each household.
- **Beverly Hills:** Black bags were received for each household.
- **Outap:** New wheelie bins were received.
- **Halali:** New wheelie bins were received.
- **Nkannda Greenfield:** New wheelie bins were received.
- **New Rest:** New wheelie bins were received.
- **Agterstraat Valley:** Weekly waste collection.
- **Langheuwel:** Black bags distributed (in packs).
- **Shoolgaatjie:** Black bags distributed (in packs).
- **Mahaphela:** Black bags distributed (in packs).
- **Slangerpark:** Black bags distributed (in packs).
- **Sakhumzamo:** Black bags distributed (in packs).
- **Corona Valley:** Black bags distributed (in packs).
- **Beverly Hills:** Black bags distributed (in packs).
- **Pheidandaba:** Black bags received per household.
- **Sakhumzamo:** Black bags received per household.
- **7DeLaan:** Black bags received per household.
- **Lohasie:** New wheelie bins received.
- **Ouamp:** New wheelie bins received.
- **Bosdorp:** New wheelie bins received.
- **Outap:** 114 wheelie bins provided.
- **Soccer Valley:** Waste collected.
- **War 4:** Clean-up campaign by the municipal officials.
- **Ouamp:** 20 wheelie bins were provided.
- **Bergvallei:** 20 wheelie bins were provided.
- **Bosdorp:** 45 wheelie bins were provided.
- **Lohasie:** 40 wheelie bins provided.
- **Welsyndorlo:** 20 wheelie bins provided.
- **Barington:** 10 wheelie bins provided.
- **Thembeni:** New wheelie bins distributed.
WASTE REMOVAL: Mangaung
Peter Swartz: Waste removal
Phase 10: Waste removal
Promalong: Waste removal
Khayelitsha: Refuse Removal
Phase 10: Refuse Removal
Pietersworts: Refuse Removal
Freedom Square: Refuse removal
Caleb Motshabi: Waste removal
Freedom Square: Refuse removal

Put your text here.

GOOD NEWS: Mangaung, Peka
Plastic refuse bags were handed out

WASTE REMOVAL:
Nelson Mandela Bay
Covid 19, KwaNobuhle: We get black plastic bags every month and waste is collected once a week.
Lawu, Kwalanga: Received plastic bags
Mahlabathini: Received plastic bags and waste is collected weekly.
NU29 Motherwell, Khayamandi: Collecting of plastic waste
Area 11, Gunguluza: Distribution of refuse bags
Area 11, Gunguluza: They provided us with bins.
Chris Han: We have been provided with trucks that collect our bins.
NU29 Motherwell, Khayamandi: Waste bags were provided.
Kamva: Dumping sites were cleaned.

Lawu, Kwalanga: Refuse is taken on time.
Area 11: Refuse was removed and refuse bags were given to each household.

Waste removal services.